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lation theory. We can not yet verify or disprove a
recent model for the acceleration and propagation of

Abstract. Voyager I and 2 observations have been
used to derive the energy spectrum of 'anomalous'

cosmicray (ACR) heliumusinga techniquebasedon

the ACR component[Jokipii,1986],but a test of this

the separation of the isotopes of He. Previously
reported observationsshow that the ACR oxygen spectrum underwent a change in shape following the solar
magnetic field reversal in 1980; in this paper we present
evidence for a correspondingchange in the ACR helium
spectrum. We find that the energy spectra of ACR

model may well be possiblewhen full recovery to solar
minimum fluxes is complete.
Observations

helium
andoxygen
andgalactic
cosmic
ray(GCR)4He
and3Hecanbe reproduced
bothbeforeandafterthe
field reversal using a simple solar modulation model in
which the effects of curvature and gradient drifts are
arbitrarily neglected.

The two time periods selectedfor this study are indicated in Figure 1, which shows the counting rate of

penetratingparticles(mainly protonswith •70 MeV)

tive to other elementssuchas B and C [Garcia-Munoz

from a V2 HET telescope. In period I we have used
data from both V1 and V2 which were spatially close
together in the ecliptic plane at an average heliocentric
radius of 1.8 AU. In period II we used data from V2
which was in the ecliptic plane at an average radial
position of 14.9 AU. The two time periods were chosen
to be before and after the reversal of the solar magnetic
field to provide information on the importance of fieldpolarity dependent terms in the modulation process,
such as curvature and gradient drifts, which have been
predicted to be significant for the anomalous com-

et al., 1973; Hovestadt et al., 1973; McDonald et al.,

ponent[Pesses
et al., 1981;Jokipii,1986].

1974]. The particlesof this so-called'anomalous
com-

In order to determine accurately the energy spectrum
of ACR He, a precisesubtraction of the GCR He contribution to the observed spectrum is required. Cum-

Introduction

During the 1972 - 1978 solar minimum period, observations of low-energy cosmic rays below •50

MeV/nucleonrevealedanomalousenhancements
in the
energy spectra of the elements He, N, O, and Ne rela-

ponent' are now thought to originate from interstellar
neutrals which drift into the hellosphere, become
singly-ionized, and are then accelerated to the energies

of observation
[Fisket al., 1974],possiblyat the solar
wind terminationshock[Pesses
et al., 1981]. With their
large geometry factors, excellent resolution, and broad
dynamic range, the Low Energy and High Energy Tele-

mingset al. [1984]derivedthe ACR He spectrumfor
period I by estimating the GCR He from their observed
carbon spectrum. Such a technique is reasonable for
period I but for the low ACR He fluxes observed in

scopes
(LETs and HETs) of the CosmicRay Subsystem
(CRS) on the Voyager1 (V1) and 2 (V2)spacecraft
[Stoneet al., 1977]havebeenusedextensively
to study

I . .

the composition,energy spectra, and the temporal and
spatial variations of the anomalouscomponent over the
almost nine years since their launch.

Voyager
2

-

N••S nuclei
•70MeV/nuc
•_

Cummingset al. [1986]haverecentlyreportedobservations of changesin the energy spectrum of ACR oxygen over the current solar cycle. They found that after
the solar magnetic field reversalthe energy at which the
intensity maximum occurs shifted from •5 up to •--10

I--q

I-----

I -

I

MeV/nuc, a changethat haspersistedfor •--4years. In
this Letter, we extend theseobservationsto ACR He by

carefully
isolating
theACRcomponent
usingGCR3He
as a 'tracer' of the GCR 4He contribution. We find

1977

that the ACR He spectrum exhibits a change in shape
similar to that observed for ACR O, and that these
changescan be modeledusing conventionalsolar modu-

1979

1981

1983

1985

Year

Fig. 1. Three-day average counting rate of penetrating particles observedon Voyager 2. The horizontal
bars

labeled

I

and

II

indicate

the

time

intervals

Copyright 1986 by the American GeophysicalUnion.

selected for analysis. The vertical arrows indicate
approximate times of the solar magnetic field reversal

Paper number 6L6295.

at latitudes > 70ø in the north (N) and south (S)
[Webbet. al, 1984].
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Fig.2.Menured
andcalculated
gCR3He/4He
ratios.
The observations are from selected spacecraft and
balloon-borne experiments compiled by Mewaldt
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J1986]. The curvesshow the predictedratio for
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periods I and II a• 1.S AU and 14.9 AU, respectively.
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The calculated curve for 1 AU is essentially identical
to curve
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Fig. 3. Energyspectra
of 3Hefor periods
I andlI.
The lines are least-squaresfits to the data.

)Heriod
IIa moreaccurate
subtraction
isnecessary.
The
e method described here eliminates several possible

sources
of systematic
errorby measuring
the SHeand
4Hespectra
simultaneously
withthesametelescopes.

Figure 2 shows low-energy observationsof the GCR

3He/SHe
ratioascompiled
andcorrected
by Mewaldt
[1986]
along
withpredictions
forthe3He/4He
ratiodur-

The 3Hemethodassumes
that all the observed
3Heis

of secondaryorigin produced by interactionsof heavier
galactic cosmic rays with interstellar material. This
assumption is consistent with the ACR He being

ing periods I and II based on interstellar propagation

and solar modulation calculations [Meyer, 1974;
Mewaldt, 1986]. The propagationcalculationsassume

essentially
pure4He(see,
e.g.,Mewaldt
et al. [1984]),
as

energyspectraof the form dJ/dT 0c(T + 500)-•"6,

wouldbe expected
for an interstellar
neutralorigin. By

where T is the kinetic energy in MeV/nuc, and an

dividing
ourobserved
3Hebya fit to theGCROHe/4He

energy dependent escapelength from the galaxy of the

ratio observed at slightly higher energies,we obtain the

form k = J3k for rigidities •5.5 GV [Soufoulet al.,

GCR4Heenergy
spectrum.
Thisestimated
GCRspec- 1985],
where
• istheparticle
velocity
inunitsof the
trum is then subtracted from the observed spectrum to
obtain the ACR He energy spectrum.

i I i II j

speed of light. The solar modulation calculations are
based on a model

i I I I I I II

i

discussed below.

I i i i i j
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Fig.4.Energy
spectra
of4He
forperiod
I [left)and[I (right).
Thelow-energy
data(o)arefrom
theLETtelescopes
and are assumedto havenegligiblecontaminationfrom •He. The higherenergyobservations
(©) are from the I-IET

telescopes.
Thecross-hatched
bandsaretheestimated
spectra
andassociated
uncertainty
of GCR4Heasdescribed
in the text. The solid line is a least-squaresfit to the three lowest energy LET points. The spectra of ACR He are

shownby the points(x) connected
by dashedlines.
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aninterstellar
medium
thatis 10%•e bynumber),

101

GCR 4He

consistent

with

that

derived

to

fit

observations

of

cosmic-ray
nucleiwith 3<-Z<-26[Soutoulet al., 1985].
100

Although the individual observationsare uncertainby
typically 10 to 20%, by fitting the entire set of observations we obtain an uncertaintyof _+6% in our normali-

10-1

zation

10-2

3 for the two time periods, along with power-law fits to
the data. These power-law fits have been divided by

of the calculated

curves.

Theobserved
3Heenergy
spectra
areshown
in Figure

theappropriate
3He/4He
ratios
ofFigure
2 to derive
the
estimates
of the GCR4Hespectra
shown
asthecrosshatched bands in Figure 4. The width of the bands
includes both the uncertainty in the spectral fits in Fig-

10-3

ure3 andthe uncertainty
in thefit to the3He/4He
observations in Figure 2. Also shown in Figure 4 are

the4Heobservations
anda fit to thelow-energy
solaror
interplanetary component. The ACR He spectra are

obtained
by subtracting
the GCR4Heandlow-energy
components
fromthe4Heobservations.
We have consideredwhether rigidity-dependent 'hysteresis' effectscould significantlyalter the ACR He flux
that we derive for period II as a result of the different

charge-to-mass
ratios
of3Heand4He.Forthe1H/4He
ratio at •60MeV/nuc, hysteresis
effectsof -20% can
be deduced from observations made during the recovery

from the 1969 solar maximum [Van Hollebekeet al.,
1972]. However,our calculationsshow that the lowACR

energy
3He/4He
ratiois muchlesssensitive
to solar

0

modulation

effects because the

rigidity

difference

between
3Heand 4He is compensated
for by spectral
differences. As a result, we estimate that the effect on
our derived ACR He flux would be at most a few per

cent, significantlylessthan the uncertaintiesshown in
iO-a

1'[

Figure 4.
Discussion
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Fig. 5. Comparisonsof cMculs•ed s•d obse•yedspec-

ies of GCR•e, ACR•e, s•d ACR O fo• periods
]

The energy dependenceof the ACR He spectra in the
two periods is quite different, with the peak energy

shifting from • 10-20 MeV/nuc in period I to -40
MeV/nuc in period II. We note that a similar shift is
evident in the energy spectra of helium observed on

Pioneer10 (seeFigure 3 in McDonaldet al. [1986]).
This shift by a factor of - 2 in energy is essentiallythe
same

obse•edGCR•e species
s•e f•om•he species
i•
•i•u•e 3 divided
b• •he cslcu]s•ed
3•e/•e •s•io.
•be obse•yed ACR O species s•e described i• mo•e

de•sil i• Cummingse• sl. [Z986].•e

assumed
i•e•-

as that

observed

for

ACR

O

for

similar

time

periods[Cummingset al., 1986]. This changeof spectral shape before and after the solar field reversal can
come about in two ways: either the source spectrum or
the propagation of the ACR component can change.
The source spectrum is predicted to change with field
polarity in a theory of the accelerationand propagation

of the ACR component
by Jokipii [1986]that predicts
are calculated for the particular radial positionsof the
spacecraft appropriate for the two periods. Note that
the small

difference

between

curves I and II

indicates

an energy shift in the spectra of about the magnitude
we observe.

energy losses. By fitting a similar curve calculated for 1

However, we have also found that for these two time
periods we can calculate reasonablefits to the spectra,
without altering the source spectra, using spherically
symmetric solar modulation theory including the effects
of diffusion, convection, and adiabatic deceleration, but
arbitrarily neglecting the effects of drifts. In Figure 5,

AU to thedatain Figure2, wefindk =9.4g/cm• (for

we compareobservedand calculatedspectra(basedon

thattheOCR3He/4He
ratioisrelatively
insensitive
to
solar modulationand that below -100 MeV/nuc the
ratio is. essentiallyindependent of energy, as expected
for

solar

modulation

models

that

include

adiabatic
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themethod
of Fisk[1971])
of GCR4He,ACRHe,and
ACR O for periods I and II, using a very simple model

in which the ACR particles are singly ionized (as
expectedfor the model of Fisk et al. [1974]), the
diffusion coefficient is independent of radius and pro-

portionalto [3R (R-rigidity), and the ACR spectraat
the boundary of the solar modulation region are pro-

portionalto T -6'6 The onlydifference
in the periodI
and II fits is that the boundary distance has been
moved from 50 to 95 AU in going from period I to II.
Such a boundary shift is consistent with that derived

by other investigations[Webberet al., 1985; Randall
and Van Allen, 1986]. We alsonote that the parameters chosenlead to radial gradientsfor •--10MeV/nuc
ACR O of •- 14%/AU and •-9%/AU for periodsI and
II, respectively,
in agreementwith observations
[Webber
et al., 1985].
As the fluxes of ACR

He and O continue

to increase

during the current recovery phase of solar cycle 21 it
appears that a key observation will be the location of
the peak in the spectrum. A persistent upward shift in
the peak energy with the return to solar minimum conditions would be consistentwith the predictionsof Joki-

pii [1986]. It wouldalsoexplainwhy the ACR He component was not observed during the 1965 solar
minimum, since a higher energy peak is more easily

maskedby the GCR component
(see,e.g.,Figure4). A
decreasein the peak energy to the value observedduring the last solar minimum would be inconsistent with
Jokipii's model.
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